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Wednesday's Cryptoquip:
IF FIXING THINGS UP MAKES YOU EXTREMELY NERVOUS, YOU LIKELY ARE HAVING REPARATION ANXIETY.

XKMSIY ZXNR QV IY IXXMBTIOTMY
MD XBTNXYOTXOX LCM IFN XOZRVTYS

TBNQNFSX: “SM LTOC OCN DKMN.”
The Cryptoquip is a substitution cipher in which one letter stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it will equal O throughout the puzzle.

Single letters, short words and words using an apostrophe give you clues to locating vowels. Solution is by trial and error.

Today's Cryptoquip Clue: S equals G
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SUDOKU

Sudoku is like a crossword puzzle, but uses numbers instead of words.
The puzzle is a box of 81 squares, subdivided into 3x3 cubes of 9 squares each. Some squares are filled in with numbers. The rest should be filled in by the puzzler.

Fill in the blank squares allowing the numbers 1-9 to appear only once in every row, once in every column and once in every 3x3 box.

One-star puzzles are for beginners, and the difficulty gradually increases through the week to a very challenging six-star puzzle.

Difficulty level 4 star
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